
MULTI-LEVEL ORCHESTRATION OF VIRTUAL 
NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE

UNLOCK VIRTUALIZATION’S 
FULL POTENTIAL
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BEYOND NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION
Everyone is well aware that as network connections and traffic grow, so do operator’s 
costs. And we’re only seeing a glimpse of it. Infrastructure costs will continue to rise as the 
deployment of 5G networks is underway, enabling a new world of connected devices and 
enhanced capabilities to support UHD mobile video and VR/AR technologies. 

The starting point to evolve current networks to a more open, programmable, and on-
demand network infrastructure are already established with these foundational technologies 
that shuns proprietary hardware: Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Function 
Virtualization (NFV). 

But challenges don’t stop once network virtualization is complete. To enable zero-touch 
service provisioning and on-demand network capacity, operators will need to create a centrally 
managed, truly elastic infrastructure. Routing and security policies will need to step up, having 
to automatically adapt to real-time congestion, security threats or network outages.

In order to achieve real value from network virtualization, operators will need to orchestrate 
network resources. This will enable them to adjust infrastructure costs and incorporate 
automated processes that improve customer experience. 

Achieve real automation and unlock virtualization’s full potential 
with multi-level orchestration of network infrastructure. 
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MULTI-LEVEL ORCHESTRATION OF 
VIRTUAL NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE



LET’S TAKE A 
CLOSER LOOK…  
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VIRTUAL NETWORK FUNCTION 
PROVISIONING AND ORCHESTRATION
Provision, manage, and orchestrate virtual 
network functions across multiple domains.

• Provides transparent integration of virtualized 
network functions and traditional physical 
network elements.

• Open and vendor-agnostic orchestration 
platform that provides easy integration with 
OpenStack, OpenFlow, and other NFV/SDN 
Controllers via standard APIs.

• Elastic infrastructure management and 
dynamic provisioning based on configurable 
rules that:

- Monitor network/service performance and SLA

- Proactively reconfigure the network to scale in/
out accordingly.
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REMOTE INFRASTRUCTURE 
PROVISIONING 
Provides end-to-end provisioning and 
management – including a mobile app for field 
service tasks, devices remote provisioning and 
firmware management, fault & performance 
monitoring, dynamic scaling, and self-
optimization.

Distributed network architectures are emerging to 
provide significant scale advantages and flexible 
deployment options. An example of this is the use 
of small cell distributed nodes to scale capacity 
and coverage of cellular networks. 

This emerging type of distributed network 
architecture requires provisioning of the remote 
infrastructure to onboard new devices (or nodes) 
and manage them remotely across its lifecycle.

The solution provides orchestration across the various inventories, network and element management 
system that are involved in the automation of provisioning. This also assures the quality of installation 
of new remote devices to the network infrastructure.



FEATURED USE CASES
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Benefits

• Provides flexibility, expanded coverage, and 
improved QoS capabilities at an attractive cost.

• Lowers capex and opex by reducing reliance 
on specialized hardware, while speeding 
service delivery and allowing for on-demand 
scalability and responding to real-time network 
conditions and user needs.

• Enables the pathway for 5G networks and 
dynamic services.

Solution Highlights

• Centralized Provisioning of Small Cells, Access 
Network, and Core Virtual Functions.

• End-to-End automation of Small Cell 
installation and assurance via a mobile app for 
the field service technician.

• Automatic provision and configuration of 
virtual infrastructure and network elements 
to provide infrastructure elasticity (dynamic 
scale in/out).

SMALL CELLS AND VIRTUAL EPC
USE CASE FOR MOBILE NETWORKS
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Benefits

• Creates a distributed access architecture by 
moving access hardware from the headend to 
smaller hub site or into the plant. 

• Reduces capex required for fiber construction 
and opex related to space and powering for the 
remote nodes.

• Provides the pathway for virtualization 
(vCCAP) and eliminates plant upgrades.

REMOTE PHY AND VIRTUAL CCAP
USE CASE FOR CABLE NETWORKS

Solution Highlights

• Centralized Provisioning of remote PHY devices 
(RPD), Network Configurations, and Virtual 
Functions.

• End-to-End automation of RPD installation and 
assurance via a mobile app for the field service 
technician.

• Automatic provision and configuration of virtual 
infrastructure and network elements to provide 
infrastructure elasticity (dynamic scale in/out).



Managing over 55 million devices deployed in 22 countries over three continents, our 
solutions have helped improve communications service providers’ profitability, time-
to-market and customer experience since 2003. In other words, we unleash the full 
potential of networks by adding the latest, cutting-edge functionalities while reducing 
operational costs. 

Not only do we empower communications companies with innovative, highly 
configurable, and ready-to-deploy solutions that enable seamless activations and 
orchestrations, first-rate customer experiences and assertive network management, we 
do it while guaranteeing Amazing Delivery. This means that from our first handshake 
through deployment and beyond – we are a trusted partner for the complete service 
lifecycle that is working side-by-side with you towards your success.

Join us and secure your position as key player in the global digital transformation.

www.intraway.com

About Intraway


